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Bomb experts check out potential airport threats 

About once a day, a passenger at one of South Florida's three major airports tries to 
take an item through security that could be mistaken for a bomb. Rather than evacuate 
terminals and alert police bomb squads, the TSA calls in explosive specialists, who will 
determine if it was a false alarm, allowing passengers to catch their planes. Read more 

A Brief History of Airport Security 

Between 1968 and 1972, hijackers took over a commercial 
aircraft every other week, on average. Not surprisingly, 
the golden age of hijacking coincided with some rather lax 
airport security. Things sure have changed. Here’s a look 
at just how far we’ve come. Read more 

Advocates see risk in cockpit doors 
Safety advocates are ramping up the pressure on airlines to 
finish closing one of the security holes that played a role in 
the Sept. 11 attacks: breachable cockpit doors. That may 
sound surprising, especially given how quickly the airlines 
rushed after the tragedy to make doors stronger to 
withstand intruders, small arms fire and even some 
grenades. Read more 

Security officers ground ‘suspicious’ cargo plane in Kano airport  

Reports indicate that a cargo plane that landed at the Aminu Kano International Airport 
has been grounded by security officers. Security operatives conducted a search of the 
cargo a few minutes after the plane had landed on Saturday morning. Though the 
content is yet to be disclosed, speculations among senior airport security officials is that 
the cargo was filled with ‘suspicious’ arms. Read more 

New passport technology on trial at Auckland Airport 
A new high-tech passenger recognition system is being 
trialled at Auckland International Airport. The SmartGate 
Plus uses so-called 'face-on-the-fly' technology, which 
photographs a person as they approach the Customs gate to 
create a digital image to match against their ePassport. 
Read more 
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'Dozens' of terror plots disrupted by NSA surveillance 

U.S. intelligence officials said Saturday that National Security Agency surveillance 
programs have disrupted "dozens" of terrorist plots in the U.S. and more than 20 
countries around the world. The statement about the thwarted plots was cleared for 
release by U.S. officials after requests that intelligence agency officials release more 
information about the surveillance programs to show their effectiveness. Read more 

Cabinet fails to call price tag attacks “terrorism” 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu opposes the idea of 
declaring the perpetrators of price tag attacks part of a 
terrorist organization, because they should not be 
compared to terror organizations such as Hamas, and by 
doing so, it would increase Israel's delegitimization and 
damage its international standing. Read more 

Homemade Explosives Found After NY Apartment Blast 

A New York man with a stockpile of homemade bombs was 
apparently drying explosive material in his oven when it 
exploded, leading to the evacuation of several nearby 
homes and his arrest, sheriff's investigators said. Crews 
responding to the blast found 30 to 40 pipe bombs and 
other explosive devices and firearms inside the apartment. 
Read more 

Explosion hits military airport in Damascus: activists 

A huge explosion shook the Mezze military airport on 
the western edge of Damascus on Sunday, and 
ambulances were seen heading to the compound, a 
major base for President Bashar al-Assad's elite forces, 
activists said. It appeared that a booby-trapped car had 
exploded at a road block near the airport, killing or 
wounding around 20 members of Assad's forces. Video 

Dubai Customs: Attempt to smuggle 65kg of narcotics foiled 

Dubai Customs has led international efforts to foil a 
bid to smuggle about 65kg of narcotics seized at 
Istanbul airport in Turkey from a passenger arriving 
from Islamabad. Director of Airport Operations at 
Dubai Customs, revealed the details of the seizure, 
saying that customs officers at Dubai International 
Airport became suspicious when three bags on the 
baggage carousel from a flight arriving from 
Islamabad remained uncollected. Read more 
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